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Abstract This paper deals with the problem of o3-line handwritten text recognition. It presents a system of text recognition that exploits an original principle of adaptation to the handwriting to be recognized. The adaptation principle is based on the automatic learning, during the recognition, of the graphical characteristics of the handwriting. This on-line adaptation of the recognition system relies on the iteration of two steps: a word recognition step that allows to label the writer’s representations (allographs) on the whole text and a re-evaluation step of character models. Tests carried out on a sample of 15 writers, all unknown by the system, show the interest of the proposed adaptation scheme since we obtain during iterations an improvement of recognition rates both at the letter and the word levels. ? 2003 Pattern Recognition Society. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. Keywords: Cursive handwriting; Adaptation; Handwritten text recognition; Writer’s invariants



1. Introduction O3-line handwriting recognition has given rise to numerous studies until now. In spite of the continuous e3orts, handwriting recognition is still a very di>cult task since the ultimate objective is to realize a machine that is able to understand the meaning of any text written by any writer, i.e. read the spontaneous cursive handwriting [1]. Like a human reader, an automatic reading system should be able to meet two di3erent requirements. It should have omni-writer capabilities in order to recognize any handwriting. It should also have mono-writer capabilities in order to take into account the potential fantasy of each writer. Therefore, learning machines to read any hand-written text requires of course sophisticated and highly adapted algorithms of pattern recognition but requires also to manage all together the various interpretation levels (i.e. from graphical level up to lexical and syntactical levels). ∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +33-235-146877; fax: +33-235-146618. E-mail address: [email protected] (L. Heutte).



Endowing a recognition system with adaptation abilities has been investigated in several recent works. Most of these works on writer adaptation are focused on an o3-line (supervised) learning step of writer particularities since this step is done during a training phase [2,3]. They proceed to adapt the omni-writer word models to a speciEc writer by re-training these models on a small dataset of his handwriting. We present in this paper an original adaptation principle based on the automatic learning, during the recognition phase, of the graphical characteristics of the writer’s handwriting. We think that the writer adaptation is of major interest, in the case of omni-writer handwritten text recognition, to allow reliable decisions when neither the lexical context nor the syntactical context of the application can limit the solution space easily. We have introduced in [4] the concept of writer’s invariants which can be deEned as the redundant elementary patterns extracted from handwriting. We brieFy recall the concept of writer invariants on which the adaptation is based. Then, we show how the recognition system can adapt itself to the current handwriting to be recognized by exploiting the graphical context deEned by the writer’s invariants. We present Enally the experiments carried out for
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Fig. 1. Overview of the adaptation strategy.



text recognition. We analyse these results with and without adaptation. 2. The proposed system We recall that the text recognition system presented in this paper has been designed to take into account the distinctive handwriting features of the writer to adapt itself to the handwriting to be recognized. 2.1. The adaptation concept Our adaptation principle is inspired by human contextual e3ects. Several psycholinguistic experiments highlight some contextual e3ects that inFuence the visual word recognition [5,6]. One of the principal contextual e3ects is the repetition priming e7ect in which the word response latencies is reduced when the word is presented for the second time to the reader, so that, for example, CAMEL is more quickly classiEed when it has been preceded by CAMEL than when it has not been. We think that this repetition priming e3ect can be generalized at grapheme level since a human reader is usually able to delay the reading of some words until more symbolic and morphological information (contextual information) is gathered to conErm the emitted hypothesis. Applying these principles to an automatic reading machine requires to have at our disposal the models of the writer allographs which are the redundant elementary patterns extracted from the writer’s handwriting. The adaptation scheme thus roughly relies on the two steps of the EM algorithm: the Erst one is an estimation step of the missing data and allows to label the observations as characters or rejects; the second one allows to re-estimate the character models of the writer.



2.2. System organization To illustrate how a recognition system can exploit this information, Fig. 1 shows an overview of the system and explains our adaptation strategy. It illustrates, on an example of two words in a text to be recognized, how the adaptation strategy allows to compare the decisions made on two graphemes in two di3erent words but belonging to one invariant cluster because of their morphological similarity. To explain that, assume that handwritten words have already been localized and that the segmentation into graphemes has been performed for each of them in the handwritten text. Assume also that the contextual knowledge have been obtained through the determination of the writer invariants over the whole text. Then the on-line adaptation is realized by the iteration of two steps: • An omni-writer word recognition step allows to label the writer’s representations (allographs) on the whole text. This step obviously includes the character recognition phase since the word recognition is based on a segmentation based approach. • The character models are re-evaluated through the coherence analysis of the decisions taken on the graphemes in each invariant cluster in the writer space. This analysis allows to generate new interpretations which are re-injected at grapheme level to start a new iteration. Assume for example (Fig. 1) that a lexical analysis cannot disambiguate the letter hypothesis e and l for the graphemejl in the word j . Then thanks to the writer’s invariants it is possible to refer to the letter hypothesis made on graphemekm if it belongs to the same cluster and occurs in a di3erent lexical context (word k ). Then since there is no ambiguity in
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Fig. 2. Adaptation contribution in word recognition performance per writer (iterations 0 and 1).



Fig. 3. Adaptation contribution at character level per writer (iterations 0 and 1).



Fig. 4. Correlation of adaptation performance with the variability measure of handwriting E(T ).



the letter hypothesis of graphemekm due to its lexical context, the letter hypothesis on graphemejl can be disambiguated by means of the writer’s invariants. 2.3. Learning writer references We now look for the way to model the writer characters and to estimate the parameters of these models. We have chosen to work in the writer space deEned by the set of invariant patterns that can be detected on each handwritten page. Indeed, each invariant pattern deEnes a neighbour-



hood adapted to each grapheme and allows to infer new interpretations. As for character modelling, we have chosen a non-parametric approach because the re-estimation of parametric models might not Et properly in some cases, especially when the number of samples available is limited in a handwriting page. The adaptation of the input representations is simple and consists in associating to each segmented grapheme within the page, the cluster (invariant) Ci (o) it belongs to. For each invariant Ci , the adaptation consists therefore in re-estimating the likelihood for each character lj ,
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i.e. P(Ci =lj ), by combining the recognition results of the current and the previous iterations. At iteration k of the adaptation process, we re-evaluate the likelihood of each cluster o according to the following rule:



P k−1 (o=lj ) + (1 − )P k−1 (Ci (o)=lj ) ; k−1 (o=l ) + (1 − )P k−1 (C (o)=l )] j i j j [ P



P k (o=lj ) = 



where P 0 (o=lj ) = P(o=lj ) is the likelihood derived initially by an omni-writer kNN classiEer. P k−1 (Ci (o)=lj ) stands for the likelihood of the observation evaluated in the writer’s space from the recognition results of iteration k − 1. This probability can be evaluated by P k−1 (Ci (o)=lj ) = P k−1 (Ci =lj ) =



card(Ci ; lj ) : card(lj )



Parameter allows to combine the current and previous interpretations in various ways: = 1 amounts to validating the recognition of the omni-writer system while a close-to-0 value for makes the adaptation process relying only on the current results. This parameter thus allows to consider di3erent strategies of adaptation for the system. 3. Evaluation and results The adaptation principle has been evaluated on 66 texts, each one written by a di3erent writer. Each text contains 106 words which constitute a lexicon of 71 words. The only constraints imposed to each writer were to respect the alignment of words on each handwriting line in order to avoid as much as possible word segmentation problems. Our omni-writer recognition system has been used to localize and to label each word and each grapheme in the image. Finally, 15 texts have been retained to test our word recognition system, while 51 have been used for training. The contribution of this adaptation strategy on the 15 texts is presented in Fig. 2 with parameter set to 0. The overall results show a global improvement of word recognition performance at the end of the Erst iteration, the contribution of the others iterations being less signiEcant. These primary results show the interest of the approach, which is able to gain nearly 5% in the top Eve propositions. Even if the overall contribution remains modest, the analysis of these results shows that the adaptation improves the system performance with gain up to 9% for some writers, as it is the case for writer 14 (Fig. 2).



To illustrate more clearly the behaviour of our adaptation strategy, we present in Fig. 3 the improvements of character recognition rates per writer, i.e. TOP1 recognition rates at character level between iteration 0 (without adaptation) and iteration 1. These results show that we get, at the end of the Erst iteration, an important improvement in recognition rates at character level for all the writers. The precise analysis of these results, which cannot be developed here, shows a direct correlation of the adaptation performance with the quality of the writing, e.g. better improvement for stable handwritings (cf. Fig. 4). For this purpose, the quality of handwritings has been quantiEed thanks to the variability measure of a handwritten text T deEned in [4], say E(T ). This entropy-based measure takes small values on stable handwritings while variable handwritings have their variability measure close to 1. 4. Conclusion In this paper, we have presented an original principle of handwritten text recognition based on writer adaptation. This adaptation is realized by iterating word recognition steps that allow to label the writer representations (allographes) on the whole text, and re-estimation of character models. The originality of this approach relies in the ability of the system to learn in an unsupervised manner the writer speciEcities. References [1] G. Lorette, Handwriting recognition or reading ? What is the situation at the dawn of the third millenium, Int. J. Document Anal. Recognition 2(1) (1999) 2–12. [2] S.D. Connell, A.K. Jain, Writer adaptation for on-line handwriting recognition, IEEE-Pattern Anal. Mach. Intell. 24 (2002) 329–346. [3] A. Vinciarelli, S. Bengio, Writer adaptation techniques in HMM based o3-line cursive script recognition, Pattern Recognition Lett. 23 (2002) 905–916. [4] A. Nosary, L. Heutte, T. Paquet, Y. Lecourtier, DeEning writer’s invariants to adapt the recognition task, Proceedings of the ICDAR’99, India, 1999, pp. 765 –768. [5] M. Taxt, Reading and the Mental Lexicon, Lawrence Earlbaum, Hillsdale, NJ, 1991. [6] L. Ferrand, J. Segui, J. Grainger, Masked priming of word and picture naming: the role of syllabic units, J. Memory Language 35 (1996) 708–723.
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